
Pocketbook of Pos·i·tiv·i·ty
pos·i·tiv·i·ty | /ˌpäzəˈtivədē/ 
Learn to pronounce | noun
1.the practice of being or tendency to be positive or optimistic in attitude.

By:Nathi Gule





Hello, Welcome  &
Thank Y ou F or B eing P art O f T his P ositive J ourney!

From the Wr�er
This was one of the most di�cult, yet most ful�lling projects I 

have undertaken to date. It had been planted in my spirit that I 

had to share with my social media audience on Facebook and 

Instagram 21 Quotes and Commentaries over 21 days as we 

started 2021. This, the small voice in my head said, would help 

create a habit of positivity, at a time when we needed to see 

something positive on our timelines. 

As a business mentor, trainer and quasi-motivational speaker, one 

common thing I have found to lack in many people I encounter is 

positivity. The other is self-belief. With every training I try to motivate 

them to believe more in themselves �rst before they can venture into 

business, because if they do not, the customers will not either. I also 

encourage them never to sell a product or service they would never 

buy. Now thanks to this series I no longer have to preach this as my 

opening in trainings but merely share the free link to this booklet. 

I'm excited that you chose to click on this link and see what you can 

gain from the contents. There is always something to gain 

everywhere. I also learnt a lot as I undertook this project through the 

comments from those that religiously followed the series. Did it reach 

5000 Facebook friends? Did it get 1000 shares? NO. It did not have to. 

The objective of this project was to provide a resource to the one 

who needs it. If it landed only on 1 person's phone, that makes this the 

most successful personal project I have undertaken. The rest that 

have also accessed it are a bonus. Thank you for joining me on this 

journey. Special thanks to my Brand Manager Barcode Creative for 

jumping on to the project of the booklet after the series and SwaziCo 

Medics 0911 for their support in breathing life into this project. And 

biggest thanks to you for embarking on this journey of positivity with 

me the past 21 days. Let's refer to some of the posts in lonely times, 

encourage ourselves and keep going.

Enjoy - Best Regards,

Nathi Gule

PS. - Also note that this publication also features motivational pieces from 
different individuals from various fields and nationalities just to spice up your 
view on positivity. Thank you to each one of them who contributed and I trust 
you will also enjoy their write-ups and comments.
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Before Reading...Smile!

Now Let s Get Started.
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“Positive thinking
must be followed by
positive doing”
- John C. Maxwell



I have met thousands of people around the world and most of them have 

impacted my life positively. In my future publications I will share extracts from 

their quotes on life. One young lady I met in Taiwan over a decade ago struck 

me with her amazing command of the language. She was always cheerful and 

throughout our study tour we feed o� her positivity. Never in one day did we 

ever see her angry or sad. As I complied this pocketbook of positivity I 

decided to reach out to her to share her secret of her positive outlook on life. 

She may be many kilometers away but the concept of Positivity remains the 

same globally.

Here is Lia Hsu's take on the topic.

Where the mountains 
meet the sea

Positivity from Taiwan 

Positivity is... 

Enjoying the present rather than the past.

Focusing on yourself rather than on others. 

Making time and space for yourself to 
forgive and to love .

Understanding that no one except your 
own is responsible for your well being and 

happiness.

Not being too proud never selling yourself 
short.

Knowing that you are loved and blessed 
always in someone's heart. 

And always remembering to embrace your 
uniqueness and celebrate the way you are.

“YOUR WELL-BEING 
IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY”

Lia Hsu  
(Taiwan)



Positivity Mental 
Health Tip 
from Ndo

Helping the broken-hearted; 

whilst you are also battling with being broken

has a magical, psychotherapeutic & 

spiritual way of healing you

without any e�ort 

- who are you helping today to help yourself?

Ndo Mdlalose
Psychologist
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Positivity FROM
AN AWARD-WINNING
ENTERTAINER 
MDURA

He makes us laugh, at times till we cry, 

but tears of happiness. He looks on the 

bright side of some of even the dullest 

moments we face in life. That's Mduduzi 

Mdura Dlamini. He is a comedian but he 

believes the word entertainer best 

describes him. And oh how he entertains. 

On our most depressed days there is 

nothing as good as entertainment or 

comedy to bring back that positivity to 

our lives. He shares, on this brief note, 

what he believes is the power of 

positivity. We hope it keeps you positive, 

just like it has worked for him and his 

audiences around the world.



Positivity

Being positive

Have a positive attitude. All the same words 
meaning the same thing or di�erent things.

For me positivity means focusing on the prize.

It means disregarding everything that may tell you 
otherwise and putting your mind and energy on the 
one that really matters in your journey of life.

It means being consistent in pursuing what you are 
meant to pursue, regardless of your circumstances 
or situation.

It may mean something di�erent for everyone but 
for me it means always expecting an outcome that 
will favour me despite in a situation that doesn't 
favour me and above all it means having the 
discipline to be consistent even when the 
motivation is not there because I believe every 

outcome from my input will come out in my favour.

Mdura
Entertainer

WHAT POSITIVITY
MEANS TO ME



Positivity 
from Croatia 
Ivana Ivanda Rozic



Ivana Ivanda Rozic is a top European TV journalist based in Croatia with more than a 

decade experience. We met in New York many moons ago on a United Nations 

Media Study Tour. One thing that struck me about her out of our whole group was 

how bubbly and always full of laughter she was. Inquisitive but always happy. So as I 

put together this e-book, she came to mind to ask her how she maintains being so 

bubbly despite her demanding job. Not even covering some tense moments like 

earthquakes dampen her naturally lit up soul. Informing her of this project, she 

lights up in excitement and agrees to do an interview with me. “Thank you for that 

beautiful thing you are doing through spreading positivity for free, many people 

need it,” she says.

I trust her message will motivate someone there.

Her interview reminds us that no matter where you are in the world, the principles 

of positivity remain the same.

Here the interviewer gets interviewed.

Q - You are always smiling and 

positive, what's your secret?

A - Everything is has it's good side that 

can make me smile. Even in the worst 

thing I always try to �nd the best. 

Q - What keeps you motivated to do 

your best?

A - My job has always kept me 

motivated to keep doing better than 

the previous day and strive to be the 

best I can be. Now I have a family and 

they are my main motivation.

Q - What lifts your mood on a bad day 

though?

A - Music, I always tune into some good 

music. I am always singing even in the 

car, that lifts me up. People in other cars 

think maybe I am crazy but I'm just being 

happy. My favourite genres are rock and 

pop music.

Q - Any advice to anyone who feels 

depressed/negative?

A - I think that everything, but really 

everything - even in the worst thing, 

something can be good. And I think if you 

think positive - you will really be positive. 

But if you see only negative things - you 

will see that. And you will be negative. I 

know that this maybe seems weird, but it 

is true! Try it. You will see that life can be 

amazing ❤

POSITIVITY Q & A



Keeping
Positive
In a Negative 
World



NAVIGATING NEGATIVITY, 
PURSUING POSITIVITY 
We all want to be happy. Actually we all want to be 

uninterruptedly happy. We seek to be consistently happiness 

without any infringements. Happiness in spite of anything we may 

face. Such seems almost complex to fathom given the barrage of 

bad news each day comes with. But we need to navigate past that 

negativity and strongly pursue positivity.  

Positivity means thinking in an optimistic way. Embracing 

the glass as half-full not half-empty. It means looking 

for solutions, expecting good results and success, 

and focusing and making life happier. 

This therefore means focusing on doing and 

achieving, not on thinking about the past and 

about di�culties. It means a state of being a 

happy, tolerant and good-natured. And we seek 

to achieve all this not being high on a drug or 

happy pill, not being dependent on another 

person/circumstance as a source of happiness, 

but having a strong-willed state of mind to stay 

positive daily.  

It is surely easier said than done. But navigate 

we must. 



WHY THIS
NARRATIVE
It would have been easy to put together this booklet with just the 21 sticky notes and their commentaries 

and pictures. To me this �rst attempt at a personally penned booklet (after over a dozen corporate 

researched books) would have been a huge success even without a support write up. 

As I am a writer, I feel I would have robbed the readers if I did not also let you into my thought vault and 

share with you what is on my mind from the many years of research on this topic of positivity. . A journey 

that also includes an endless collection of books like, “Think Rich, Grow Rich” “the Science of Getting 

Rich” “The Seven Spiritual Laws of Success” and the “Seven Habits of Highly E�ective People.” One such 

book that is gold is by Dr Norman Vincent Peale.  The Amazon descriptor states that as a precursor to The 

Secret, The Power of Positive Thinking has helped millions of men and women to achieve ful�llment in 

their lives through the power of faith in action. With practical techniques it helps you energize your life 

and give yourself the initiative needed to carry out your ambitions and hopes. This book is one of the 

 foundations of the 21 day challenge I took to post positive stu� daily. Some 

of the thoughts I shared are not new, but have been brought to context for 

the present day realities and challenges we face to help us navigate 

negativity. I'm not a psychologist, nor do I claim to have the answers, but 

through this booklet, I at least attempt to share my views on this topic.

POSITIVITY IN A 
NEGATIVE WORLD
About a decade ago, I took home a book with the apt title; “Staying 

Positive in a negative world.” I read the 128 pages content back to back 

within a few hours. After all I had been lured by its appealing hook that 

read:  “Too many people allow their negative attitudes to swindle 

them out of experiences and opportunities that life has to o�er.” I 

did not want to be robbed of any experiences and opportunities 

destined for me. Its synopsis also states that “Staying Positive in a 

Negative World is for people who are tired of melancholy and 

despair.” We are indeed all tired of melancholy and despair. 

Many people I believe also just want to see o� the rest of 

their lives on a  hammock and enjoying coconut juice on a 

lovely island with palm trees, listening to birds chirping 

merrily forever, where the sun never sets. But that is not



realistic right? We still need to wake up and earn a living. Nothing is free in this world. Least of all a good 

life, also called the soft life. And part of the life hustle is the hustle itself that comes with hustling. So reads 

like the one I just shared help to shape one to view life objectively, not subjectively. Less emotions, more 

methodology. No fantasy but realities. Books that help you not feel like a victim in any situation, but to 

believe in the spirit of possibilities. 

SELF-HELP BOOKS UNSHACKLE INTERDEPENDENCY
This is a pseudo self-help book. “Not another self-help book,” many people like to quip. But where would 

we be without them? They have helped many people move from lives of interdependency to 

independency. How? Through what is called the Placebo e�ect in that people pay attention to something 

that they didn't pay attention to before. That is the purpose of even motivational speeches. But in turn 

they are both worthless without action from the reader or listener. The choice as always in the aisle of 

books is yours. Either grab a �ction book or be a realist like some of us. And with reality comes practical 

tools to confront life. Not escapism. Because as one Jamaican creative called Bob Marley once noted, 

“You are running away, but you can't run away from yourself.” 

MAKE CONTENT THAT PERSON IN THE MIRROR
Perhaps one of the greatest entertainers in my lifetime, Wacko Jacko or Michael Jackson as others would 

prefer to call him, had a song called 'Man in the mirror.'  Part of the lyrics went I'm starting with the man in 

the mirror, I'm asking him to change his ways. And no message could have been any clearer.  If you wanna 

make the world a better place. Take a look at yourself and then make a change.” The then multi-

millionaire performer, in this song, summed up the secret of success. That it begins with you. It starts 

internally and radiates externally. It is an inside job. You need to have a spirit that is alive with possibilities 

and free of negativity. If there is only one tip I could ever give anyone on the journey of life, it would be 

that the person who will save you, help you, support you, grow you, take you to the next level, encourage 

and motivate you—is in the mirror. Hence you need to be friends with that person. You need to love that 

person in the mirror.  One question psychologists sometimes ask is who are �ve people you value the 

most in this world? Many people put themselves last or in between. Yet without you being healthy and of 

a good well-being, you are o� use to the people you counted �rst or second or third. The �rst person 

should be the one in the mirror. Keep that person happy, keep that person positive. One way is to read 

daily inspirational stu� like this 21 days of positivity pocket book and others. Stay on course and all the 

best as you navigate through life and keeping the person in the mirror happy.



A Globally
Positive Mindset 
Gilland Aviril



As a young, entrepreneur and father, I have 

always had a positive mindset because I 

have always believed in myself and my 

abilities because I �gure out at an early 

age these would be key as to how I 

approached business and life.

In 2018, I took part in a business pitch 

competition and lost. I was devastated. 

What did i do wrong? How could I have done 

things di�erent? I reflecting and replayed 

that day over and over for weeks. 2019 came 

and the competition came around again. By 

that point I was reluctant to take part. I put 

o� the decision to take part until the last 

minute and decided to pitch a new idea, an 

augmented reality app. Did I have one? No! 

Did I know how to create one? No! But I 

know if I put myself in the position with only 

the option of moving forward I would get it 

done. Two weeks later I had created an 

augmented reality app and was pitching 

infront judges at the �nals. I learnt from 

mistakes and won the competition.  

2020 would be a year most will never forget 

due to Covid 19 pandemic and all it's new 

protocols and deaths. Like for many, it was 

�nancially tasking for me. My newborn was 

due to come in July amidst this pandemic 

and my girlfriend and I had lost our sources 

of income. We had just invested our monies 

into a new home and business and Covid-19 

brought all of this to an end. The uncertainty 

of what was to come and fear of contracting 

the virus weighed heavily on us daily. How 

would we survive? Yet again I found my back 

against a wall and had only one direction to 

go...Forward!!! I developed 6 new business 

ideas in response to Covid-19 as there were 

several idea and pitch competitions happening 

around the region. One of the ideas, MediTAG, 

an electronical wearable device that stored 

Covid-19, Passport and In Case of Emergency 

information, and could be accessed anytime, 

won the local leg of Entrepreneur World Cup 

St.Lucia and I made it to the top 100 in the 

world at the Entrepreneur World Cup Global. 

This opened up over US 1 million dollars in 

prizes and opened up several stakeholder 

meetings with my local government and 

investors. 

I gave these two scenarios to highlight how 

having a winning positive mindset, can impact 

one's business and life decisions. Life doesn't 

always give us what we want and how we want 

it. Obstacles and challenges are always around 

the corner and one always needs to have the 

mental strength to deal with them. Covid-19 

will forever change how we live our lives and 

how we think of and view life. Staying positive 

and setting goals for business and life all help 

to navigate these uncertain times.  I end with 

this mantra I tell myself everyday and I want 

you to say or remember; “I may fall a 6th time 

but I will stand up a 7th time and I will always 

keep moving forward!” 

Gilland Aviril
Entrepreneur

A Winning 
Positive Mindset



“PositivITY 
  IS KING...” 
     PASTOR BAKHE DLAMINI



Positivity is king! Our life's battles are 

either won or lost in our minds. That is why 

it is very imperative that you maintain a 

positive mindset. You need to guard your 

mind with jealousy. Whatever is negative 

has to be kept out of your mind. Your mind 

is your greatest innovation, planning, and 

execution tool. Without your mind, you are 

doomed. That is why you cannot a�ord to 

allow your mind to be clouded by negative 

thinking. As your guard your mind, you 

need to do so consciously. It's a battle! 

From the moment you get out of bed each 

day, you need to deligently maintain a 

mind blockage against negative content.

The world we live in is full of negativity. 

News, social media, colleagues, friends, 

relatives, strangers in the streets, etc., feed 

us this negativity. There's so much toxicity. 

You need to determine that you will survive! 

If you are going to survive, you need to 

master the art of guarding your thoughts 

and maintaining a positive outlook in life. 

Just when you wake up, there will be 

something negative that will want to makes 

its way into your mind, paralyze you. It may 

be bad news, discouragement. Each day, 

you need to convince yourself that there is a 

better life, that you can make it, and that 

you are good enough. During these times of 

COVID19, it is quite easy to believe that 

things will never get better. You just get 

paralyzed and numb. It's so easy to think, "Why 

don't we just die, and forget about this life 

thing". It's quite easy to want to quit. I 

encourage you not to quit. We are not quiters! 

We �ght against all odds. The human spirit is 

quite a strong spirit. When determined, it �nds 

its way around the greatest of odds, and 

overcomes.

Stay positive. Your life depends on positivity. 

Guard your mind from negative news and 

associations. When COVID19 came through at 

the beginning of 2020, there was so much 

negativity. I determined that I'd watch less 

news, read less newspapers, stay away from 

negative thinking people, and just focus on my 

dreams. Countdown to 2021, I have 4 books I 

authored in 2020 alone. In all, I have 5 books 

out, and they are doing incredibly well in the 

market. We determine if we will quit or �ght on. 

Positivity rewards! I encourage you to dare 

maintain a positive mindset, and watch life 

amaze you.  

Bakhe Dlamini
Marriage Therapist | Author | Pastor | Motivational Speaker 

Positivity
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Positivity 
From A 
Frontliner 
Bhekani Mlotsa 



Dealing with emergency medical cases 
and saving lives is SwaziCo Medics 0911's 
Bhekani Mlotsa and team's daily job. They 
are on call 24 hours a day and seven days 
a week. On the scene they need to be 
very professional and take extra care as 
they attend to each case. This obviously 
can be emotionally draining at the end of 
the day because of the various cases you 
deal with daily. So if you thought your life 
had some negative moments, spare a 
thought for frontliners like Bhekani. 

Amazingly though he always wears a smile 
at almost any time you meet him. Even on a 
phone call you hear him speak encouraging 
words to the caller and giving them hope 
that everything will be ok. It has become as 
easy as breathing to look on the positive 
side.

“Well our job is to make sure people live, so 
we cannot be spreading negativity to them. 
We are always positive that the outcome 
will be a good one and it usually always 
is,”he says.

He explains more sayings that Many 
scienti�c studies have found links between 
optimism and better health outcomes.

“Ours is to give that hope, so we not only 
attend to the physical body but also try our 
best to calm our patients and reassure 
them that they will get better,” he says.

As we talk he clicks on his computer and it's 
�lled with numerous medical websites as 
well as medical videos.

This comes to play as I ask how he stays 
positive.

“I'm positive because I'm doing something I 
have a great passion for. For me helping 
others makes me feel great and I do not 
even see it as a job but as my calling. The 
training we also get on Emergency Medical 
Care and others also help keep us abreast 
on our own personal well-being,” he says.

Mlotsa said he also maintained a good work 
and life balance to stay fresh and at his best 
because he also has a highly professional 
and skilled team he works with.

“I also surround myself with people who are 
solution-orientated. This �eld is about 
results and positive ones so it helps to give 
one a positive outlook as well. Anytime I'm 
in any situation I always hope for the best 
outcome,” he said.

SwaziCo Medics was established in 2007 
and has a 24 hour toll free line 0911 for 
people to call in any emergency.

Bhekani Mlotsa
Entrepreneur | Paramedic

“I'm positive because
  I'm doing something 
  I have a great passion for.”



A Poem 
for Positivity
by Enjay

I am rooted 
Firmly 
Even in driness I sprout 

I am drawn to positive energy 
Sternly 
Turning away from any 
glimpse of doubt 

I am followed by abundance 
Especially 
On days when I feel as 
though I am without 

I am warmth 
For my neighbor 
When the sun refuses to 
come out 

I harbor good thoughts 
A light, a glimmer 
A secret my face cannot help 
but shout

Peace, good fortunate, love, 
Health, wealth 

To me are all devout 
I am Creation's child 
Capable and worthy 
And worthy of being capable 

I am a gift 
Deserving 
Good at surviving 
Great at thriving 

Rooted, firmly without doubt 
Any season I sprout



Enjay
Poet



GETTING 
PRACTICAL

There is a wealth of information on how best to get the most out of your positive a�rmations. You 
need only search online on the web the words “Positive A�rmations” and you can get started and 
grow. 

We decided to pick some of the best tips we could �nd online from online resources and e-books that are 
free to be republished so we do not just leave you with 21 sticky notes and no way to proceed and do life 
thereafter without us. 

However with the sticky notes, you now know enough to get started with positive a�rmations and start 
transforming your mindset from the inside-out.  A�rmations have various categories like life success 
a�rmations, a�rmations for health, even metaphysical a�rmations and others) 

Enjoy!

THREE TIPS TO GET THE MOST OF AFFIRMATIONS
Ÿ Start with a focus. Don't pick too many subjects at once. 

Ÿ Be consistent. Repeat them daily.

Ÿ Make a commitment to do them for 21 days or more, no matter what. Think long term, 
and don't give up.

VISUALIZATION: SEE IT FIRST, THEN SECURE IT.
The Ampli�ed version of the Bible quotes Hebrews 11:1 like this: Now faith is the assurance (title deed, 
con�rmation) of things hoped for (divinely guaranteed), and the evidence of things not seen [the 
conviction of their reality—faith comprehends as fact what cannot be experienced by the physical 
senses]. Indeed visualization and positive a�rmations go hand in hand.

It is actually automatic that when you say your a�rmations you cannot help but visualize as well.

This includes visualizing your future lifestyle, seeing yourself in the future as more con�dent and 
successful. You actually see yourself achieving your goal right!? That is one of the main purpose of the 21 
days sticky notes.

Experts say positive a�rmations trigger the visualizations within your mind - and this is why you change 
and act towards that which you have envisioned.



HOW TO VISUALIZE - SIMPLE STEPS
If you can, make visualization part of your daily routine. Take 5 minutes to say your a�rmations every day, 
and 5 minutes to visualize - do the sessions one after another.

There is no secret formula to visualizing, all you need to do is follow these simple steps excerpted from 
www.freea�rmations.org. I found them to be practical and spoke to what this book was all about.

1. Find somewhere quiet where you can sit, relax, and get comfortable. A sofa, or a 
comfortable chair is ideal. Make sure you have quiet and you won't be disturbed for 5 
minutes.

2. Pair your visualization exercise with your a�rmations. So whatever a�rmations for 
whatever area of your life you have just said - this is what your visualization exercise will 
focus on too.

3. Before you start plan 3 simple visualizations you will do. You will imagine yourself ful�lling 
your goals, imagine yourself having achieved what you want to achieve, or already 
having transformed how you want to change yourself.

4. Now close your eyes. Take just one minute to clear your thoughts before you begin. A 
simple way to do this is to focus on your breathing and count to 30 - 1 count with each 
breath. Count 1 on the inhale, and 2 on the exhale, then inhale to 3... until you reach 30.

This will help to slow your thoughts down, and help you to have clearer visualizations.

5. Now, for 1 minute each imagine your 3 scenarios. Imagine yourself accomplishing your 
goal, imagine yourself having changed, imagine yourself in the future.

If you do this every day then you will see real results within a few weeks.

HERE IS AN EXAMPLE THAT SPEAKS TO WHAT MANY WISH FOR:  
SUCCESSFUL ENTREPRENEUR
1. Imagine yourself checking your bank account - with an abundance of money in there, 

you know it is the result of your success.

2. Imagine yourself leading a group of people, taking charge and getting things done for 
your own business. You are inspired and inspiring and loving life, building your business.

3.Imagine yourself super focused and sharp, running your business, making decisions and 
judgements on important issues, but it all comes naturally to you and you love it.

Try out these simple tips together with the sticky notes and your life will be edi�ed. 

Additional information from: www. freea�rmations.org (a useful resource for other a�rmations you may 
need in your life).



"Our happiness depends 
on the habit of mind we cultivate. 
So practice happy thinking every day. 
Cultivate the merry heart, develop the happiness habit, 
and life will become a continual feast."
- Dr Norman Vincent Peale 
(Author, the Power of Positive Thinking)

About this booklet
We live in time where social media has become part of our daily 

routine. However that routine also means being exposed to 

negativity, depressing posts and statuses. This makes you prone 

to be swallowed into emotionally-draining quicksand and 

survival is minimal if any. 

So what can be a solution? There are many. But here is one.

Business mentor, writer and motivational speaker Nathi Gule, 

took on a personal challenge to post one positive quote a day, 

for 21 days on his timeline. This aligned to the hypothesis that it 

takes 21 days to create a habit, so why not try and create a habit 

of positivity? The project was a success and many requested 

that they can have the quotes to keep as daily reminders. The 

result is this e-booklet.  

Join Gule on this journey and bring back some positive vibes 

into your life as well!

Pocketbook of Pos·i·tiv·i·ty
pos·i·tiv·i·ty | /ˌpäzəˈtivədē/ 
Learn to pronounce | noun
1.the practice of being or tendency to be positive or optimistic in attitude.


